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Catfish  
Mark Applebaum  
Jacob Hargrove, Cameron Poythress, Paul Zacarias, percussion  

Quantum Sheep  
Stephen Downing  
I. sheep gentle  
II. sheep mirrors  
III. sheep warm  
IV. sheep drift  

Rebekah Mansfield, soprano  
Lilah Senibaldi, flute  

Careless Whisper  
George Michael & Andrew Ridgeley  
arr. Michael Mathenia  

UTM Saxophone Choir  
Douglas Owens, conductor  
Anna Gorman & Patrick Hill, soprano saxophones  
Theo Horton, Jordan Hubbard, CeCe Lindsey & Hunter Mayberry, alto saxophones  
Caroline Ideus, Taylor Pannell & Matthew Wilson, tenor saxophones  
Lilliana Hardesty, Reed Hurst & Sesley Welch, baritone saxophones  

The Winds of Change  
Donald Draganski  
Fanfare  

The Bird Song  
Michael Davis  

UTM Flute Choir  
Hector Ramirez, Lilah Senibaldi, Anna Wildes, Caitlin Jones, Shannon Reid
Frippery No. 9
Charleston

**UTM Horn Choir**
Cheyenne McMullen, Will Latham, Destiny Meyer, Katie Kerr,
Georgia Emmons, Jeorgia Lamb, Kelsey Vandergriff

**Tangling Shadows**
Hohner Porter, marimba
Patrick Hill, soprano saxophone

**Blue Rondo à la Turk**
**UTM Small Jazz Group Personnel**
Jeremy Jackson, alto saxophone
Michael Larkin, trumpet
Grant Larcom, piano
Nathaniel O’Neal, bass
Hohner Porter, drums